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Abstract 

We have previously shown how errors due to interface resistance arising in the measurement of 

highly-conducting insulation materials may be minimized by the use of flexible buffer sheets at the 

plate interface.  We have found however that for materials with very rough surfaces, such as some 

building boards, thermal resistance and test thickness are both measured to be higher when harder 

buffers are used.  This paper reports on an experimental study of nine materials and four buffer 

types to better quantify these effects.  Thermal resistance was higher by up to 0.01 m2.K/W and 

thickness by up to 0.5 mm using the hardest buffer relative to the softest.  An analytical model has 

been developed, allowing measured roughness to be expressed as flat high and low areas of varying 

height and area fraction so that thermal resistance and height variations may be predicted as a 

function of roughness.  These predictions have agreed reasonably well with optical roughness 
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